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After Samsung and Apple war in regards with patent infringement, now Nokia has hit HTC by filing
lawsuit against HTC for the same cause. HTC (International Trade Commission) is dealing with
complain launched by Nokia against HTC and Viewsonic. The Finnish firm has claimed that around
45 patents related to mobiles and devices were infringed by HTC. Lawsuit was filed in FDCD
(Federal District Court of Delaware) in US. Lawsuit in opposition to HTC and RIM was also filed in
the Dusseldorf regional court, Germany and case against HTC, RIM and Viewsonic in Mannheim
and Munich regional court, Germany.

It seems like HTC is badly trapped around by Nokia antagonism. May be the latter are the
consequences of Nokia fall from topmost position in mobiles. In a report, the chief legal officer
Louise Pentland of Nokia said that the company is the ace of the technologies requisite for superb
mobiles manufacturing. He stated that they had already been licensed their necessary copyrights
over 40 companies. Taking courtâ€™s help and filing lawsuits against HTC are not preferred by Nokia
but copying and using of the firmâ€™s licensed innovations and technologies cannot be accepted by us -
 added Louise.

As per Nokiaâ€™s complain, HTC senstion xe deals @ http://www.htcsensationxldeals.org.uk/ and other
companies have infringed about 45 patents of the Nokia but HTC devices to do so are not revealed
as yet. So far, only the infringed processes are brought up by Nokia. Patents including hardware
parts like double utility antennas, multimode FM and power management are the inventions of Nokia
which have been infringed by HTC, as claims Nokia.

From software parts like application stores, versatile tasking, screen navigation, conversation
display, lively menus, encrypting data, email attachment recovery on mobile etc. are the ideas which
are said to be flouted by HTC, said Nokia. Nokia said that most of the mentioned inventions are
basic to its companyâ€™s products. The firm also said that they would rather respect the companies
who will work on their own inventions instead of working on others creations. No response from
HTC side has been reported till date. In fact the news regarding HTC flagships and updates are all
around the web. Updates in HTC One S, One X and many other handsets are taking place and their
launches are soon going to happen.

Check out the best htc offers with top seller handset â€“ htc sensation xe @
http://www.htcsensationxldeals.org.uk/
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